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1 Introduction
According to the Science Management Plan (SMP – AD1) and the Science
Implementation Requirements Document (SIRD – AD2) one of the jobs of the HIFI
consortium is to implement and maintain a set of tools to be used by the astronomical
community to interactively calibrate and analyse HIFI science data. These tools are
to be implemented in such a way that they can also be used to create a facility to
generate a set of standard products – using the ‘Standard Product Generation’
system (SPG) – within the HSC system. This overall set of tools is called ‘Interactive
Analysis’ or IA for short.
This document is intended to help define which tools the HIFI Interactive Analysis
should contain and what kind of products should be created.
Note that a number of tasks relating to higher level data reduction (see section 6) are
not specific to HIFI, but will be required for the analysis of spectra taken with any of
the Herschel instruments; HIFI, PACS and SPIRE.
1.1 HIFI IA users
We define the HIFI end-user as the average IRAM/SEST/CSO/JCMT etc. user, i.e.
someone who has some experience in single dish mm-/submm-wave observing.
1.2 Inputs for this document
The requirements listed in the following sections were gathered by a number of
experts in the field of calibrating and analysing single dish mm-/submm-wave data.
The requirements for the HIFI IA Software as described in the ‘HCSS User
Requirements Document’ (HCSS URD - RD6) are taken into account as well. These
cover in particular:
Facilities for data reduction from raw to calibrated science data, both for the
general and expert user
Facilities for detailed instrument calibration, quality control, quick look and trend
analysis for the expert user
Tools for proper visualization of the data
Tools for analysing the data (fitting, calculation of moments, combination of sets
of observations into spectral scans, maps etc.)
Input and output of science data to and from other software packages and
observatories

2 Calibration schemes for HIFI
This section intents to clarify a number of points in the on possible calibration
schemes for HIFI. In this discussion the question of a separate hot and cold load
versus just a hot load, and the question of how to do the band pass calibration, are of
particular concern.
7
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In contrast to heterodyne instruments at ground-based telescopes, the atmosphere,
i.e. the atmospheric transmission and the emission of the atmosphere, are of no
concern to HIFI. Also, HIFI does not have sideband termination filters. The following
is thus a simplification of the calibration scheme as presented e.g. in Hiyama's
diploma thesis (KOSMA).
2.1 Radiometric temperatures
At first, consider the receiver signal on the equivalent antenna temperature scale, i.e.
referred to an equivalent noise temperature at the receiver input, the so-called
antenna temperature scale. With the HIFI setup, we will get, pointing the
instrument/telescope to a particular source position:
TA, S = (1 − fT )[ηS GssbTS , ssb + ηS GisbTG ,isb + (1 − ηS )TR ] + fT TT + Trec
Where:
ssb,isb
Gssb,Gisb
TS
TR
ηS
fT
TT
Trec

(2.1)

- denotes signal and image side band
- signal and image side band gain with Gssb+Gisb =1
- intensity on source
- intensity on blank sky / reference position
- source coupling factor
- fraction of beam seeing the telescope structure etc.
- intensity of telescope structure or other warm material in beam
- receiver noise temperature

This assumes that a fraction fT of the instrument beam couples to some warm
emitter in the beam, e.g. parts of the warm telescope structure etc.; the other part, 1fT couples out to the sky. Out of this, a fraction ηS couples to the source, the
complementary fraction 1-ηS couples to the blank sky, which is assumed for the
moment to have the same uniform brightness temperature TR everywhere as on the
reference position.
We have not specified whether the source coupling efficiency ηS would be the
aperture, main--beam, or some other efficiency (and the source brightness
temperatures would be on the corresponding scales, e.g. main--beam--temperatures,
etc.). This is not a matter of the band pass calibration elaborated here, but is a matter
of the astronomical application that the user has in mind. With regard to the
calibration scheme as discussed here, the issue is fully transparent.
Note that this scheme in principle also incorporates a ground based telescope with
the atmosphere: with the atmospheric transmission tA and the atmospheric
temperature TA, setting tA = 1-fT and TT = TA takes the atmosphere into account
properly. However, in the case of HIFI, the values of fT and TT have to be assumed to
be given, possibly derived from some independent calibration observation, whereas
the calibration at a ground based telescope has to continuously monitor tA and TA e.g.
through sky calibration scans.
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The antenna temperature on the sky reference position, e.g. the second chopper
position or the OFF-position in a total power observation, follows by setting
TS,ssb=TS,isb=TR in (2.1):
TA, R = (1 − fT ) [ηS GssbTR + ηS GisbTR + (1 − ηS )TR ] + fT TT + Trec
= (1 − fT )TR + fT TT + Trec

(2.2)

= TR ,eff + Trec
with an intensity seen on the reference position of TR,eff=(1-fT)TR+fTTT. TA,R is
equivalent to Tsys in the standard notation for a ground based telescope, where it
would incorporate the atmospheric noise contribution in the fTTT-factor. From this, we
obtain for the difference measurement source versus reference, abbreviating
ηS* = ηS (1 − fT ) as the effective source coupling efficiency:
TA, S − TA, R = ηS* Gssb (TS , ssb − TR ) + Gisb (TS ,isb − TR ) 
= ηS* Gssb (TS , ssb − TR )

(2.3)

In the last equation, we have assumed that the image sideband on the source does
not see a signal, i.e. TS,isb=TR. If this is not the case (e.g. continuum emission from a
planet), one has to include it as in the equation above.
Let us now consider the response to the calibration loads; these are assumed to fully
couple to the receiver input, so that TS=TR=TT=Thot,cold. This gives from equation (2.1):
TA,hot = Thot + Trec
TA,cold = Tcold + Trec

(2.4)

where Thot,cold are the intensities of the hot and cold load respectively.
And from this for the hot-cold difference:
TA, hot − TA,cold = Thot − Tcold

(2.5)

Alternatively, although not of immediate use here, the hot-reference difference would
give:
TA, hot − TA, R = Thot − (1 − fT ) TR − fT T
(2.6)
2.2 Receiver response: conversion count-rate to intensity
We assume that the receiver output, e.g. the count rate (counts per second) c, in the
spectrometer channels, is given by a linear relation with the receiver load at the input:
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with z the "zero" count rate, i.e. the count rate with input power equal to zero
(measured approximately for the WBSs by termination the IF input to the
spectrometers). The conversion factor γ gives the receiver response as count rate
per intensity:
c−z
γ =
(2.8)
TA
With this definition, the measured intensity on source is calculated from the counts on
source and reference as (following equation (2.3))
∆TS , ssb = TS , ssb − TR
=

1
(TA,S − TA,R )
η Gssb

=

1 cS − c R
η Gssb γ

(2.9)

*
S

*
S

2.3 Receiver temperature
In the above equations the intensities, i.e. radiation temperatures of the various loads
etc., have to be known from their physical temperatures. The receiver noise Trec,
however, is calculated from a calibration measurement on two loads of different
temperatures via the y-factor method. For HIFI, these two temperatures can be any
pair out of the hot load, cold load and the blank sky. For the moment, we call the two
temperatures T1 and T2 with T2>T1.
Combining equations (2.4) and (2.8) we have
1
( c2 − z ) − T2
γ
1
= ( c1 − z ) − T1
γ

Trec =
Trec

Solving for γ and Trec gives, using the abbreviation Y =
γ =
Trec

c2 − c1
T2 − T1

T − YT1
= 2
Y −1

10
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2.4 Calibration
In order to calibrate, i.e. to convert the count rate difference between source and
reference position to a physical intensity scale, following equation (2.9), one has to
determine γ by comparing count rate and known intensity on any one of the three
measurements: hot, cold load, or blank sky from equation (2.8). Using the blank sky,
i.e. reference measurement, this gives the calibration scheme commonly known as

S − R T (or in the present notation cS − cR T . Alternatively, one calculates γ following
R sys
cR − z A, R

(2.11), from a pair of load measurements; taking hot and cold load gives the common
S − R (T − T ) -calibration scheme (present notation: cS − cR (T − T ) ).
H − C hot cold
chot − ccold hot cold

We now show, that both, if applied channel by channel (and not with e.g. band
average values for Tsys), are identical. First, measure γ from the response on an input
termination at temperature e.g. T2, i.e. (from equation (2.8))
γ =

c2 − z
TA,2

(2.12)

Following equation (2.4), TA,2 is given as TA,2=Trec+T2. Trec, in turn, following equation
(2.12), can be measured either by comparing loads at T3 and T2, or loads at T2 and T1.
In the first case,
c −z
Y= 3
c2 − z
TA,2 = Trec + T2
T3 − YT3
+ T2
Y −1
T −T
= 3 2
Y −1
=

(2.13)

so that
T
T −T
1
= A,2 = 3 2
γ c2 − z c3 − c2
In the second case we have
Y=

(2.14)

c2 − z
c1 − z

TA,2 = Trec + T2
T2 − YT1
+ T2
Y −1
(T − T )Y
= 2 1
Y −1
=

11
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so that
T
T −T
1
= A,2 = 2 1
γ c2 − z c2 − c1

(2.16)

Thus, choosing T2=Thot and T1=Tcold, the second case gives, following equation (2.9):
1 cS − c R
TS , ssb − TR = *
TA,hot
ηS Gssb chot − z
(2.17)
cS − cR
1
= *
(Thot − Told )
ηS Gssb chot − ccold
i.e. the standard S − R -calibration scheme.
H −C

Choosing T2=TR,eff=(1-fT)TR+fTTT and T2=Thot, the first case gives:
TS , ssb − TR =

1 cS − c R
TA, R
η Gssb cR − z
*
S

(2.18)

1 cS − cR
= *
(Thot − TR,eff )
ηS Gssb chot − cR
i.e. the standard S − R -calibration scheme.
R

2.5 Noise considerations
Now consider the radiometric noise and its consequences for the calibration. From
equation (2.9), we have for the error δ∆TS , ssb (using the standard recipe for error
propagation)
1
δ ( ∆TS , ssb ) = *
ηS Gssbγ

δ c + δ c + ( cS − c R )
2
S

2
R

2

 δγ 
 
 γ 

2

δ cS2 + δ cR2 ( cS − cR )  δγ 
1
= *
+
( cR − z )

2
2 
ηS Gssbγ
( cS − z ) ( c R − z )  γ 
2

=T

*
sys , ssb

 δγ 
2
1+  
∆ντ S , R
 γ 

Here we have used the abbreviation Tsys ,ssb =

2

(2.19)

2

1 T = 1 cR − z for the effective
A, R
ηS* Gssb
ηS* Gssb γ

single sideband system noise temperature (including the spillover from the warm
material in the instrument beam and the sky noise on the reference position; and
converted to whatever source intrinsic brightness scale is used). In addition, we have
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assumed that the noise on signal and reference are the same (and that they have the
identical integration time τ S , R ), and have used the radiometer equation to write
2
2
δ cR
= 1 . Also, we have replaced the factor ( cS − cR ) by its average value (δ cR ) .
cR − z δντ R

The resulting equation is the standard radiometer equation, expanded by the relative
error from the calibration factor.
The error in the calibration factor has to be kept, by taking long enough integrations
on e.g. the hot and cold load, small enough to not contribute significantly to the
overall error. Taking e.g. (2.15) from above, we have
δγ
1
=
δ c22 + δ c12
γ
c2 − c1
1
=
c2 − c1
≈

2

 1 
1 
2
( c2 − z ) 
 + ( c1 − z ) 

 ∆ντ 2 
 ∆ντ 1 
2

2

(2.20)

2Trec
1
Thot − Tcold ∆ντ load

In the last row we have assumed Trec  Thot ,cold ,so that c2,1 − z = γ TA;2,1 ≈ Trec , and have
used identical integration times on the loads. This is a good approximation for the
high frequency channels of HIFI; for the lower bands on has to plug in the detailed
numbers. Using a representative value for the high frequency channels, e.g.
Trec=1000K, and Thot=50K, Tcold=0K, would result in a load integration time of 8
seconds in order to keep the relative error in γ at 1%.
It is obvious that a load temperature difference as large as possible, i.e. an as cold as
possible cold load and an as warm as possible hot load, limited only by the receiver
dynamic range and the cryogenic limitations on the cold focal plane, are advantages
in order to cut the load integration times necessary.
2.6 Load configuration, Standing waves
Until here, we have considered an ideal instrument and within this framework the
above considerations do not give any preference for the different load configurations
under discussion for HIFI:
i)
ii)
iii)

a separate hot and cold load on the focal plane, viewed by different
positions of the sky-chop-mirror;
a single load with adjustable temperature, viewed by the sky-chop-mirror;
a single "hot" load (fixed temperature) and the blank sky as the second
"load" position.

The comments below are the author's (J.Stutzki) present, personal view of the issue
and they may not be complete and ignore other important issues. They should thus
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be broadly discussed in order to converge on a rational opinion on the issue of the
load configuration.
2.6.1 Standing Waves
A major topic in the discussion has been the issue of standing waves, resulting from
any small reflections within the signal beam and modulating the gain across the band
pass. As these are different between the sky and the various load configurations due
to the different optical paths, the concern is that they do not calibrate out properly in
the band pass calibration, following equation (2.17) or (2.18). As long as the average
input level is the same in the signal and reference position, the difference is zero and
the band pass modulation due to standing waves merely results in an "artificial"
modulation of the noise amplitude across the band. If there is a large input level
difference between signal and reference, like would be the case with the strong
continuum offset on a planet, the band pass ripple would modulate that continuum
offset. In any case, as the Fabry-Perot--like band pass modulation is not going to be
larger than at maximum around 1 percent (of course dependent on careful design of
the optical path with regard to possible reflections from stuff in the beam), it is not
going to be a major effect. In addition, the different load configurations listed above
do not give a significant difference with regard to the variation of the standing wave
pattern between the load measurements and the sky measurements.
The cure, if possible at all, might be, to not do the calibration according to equation
(2.18) channel by channel, but to only apply the division cS − cR channel by channel
cR − z

and use a spectrally smoothed version of the multiplying factor TA,R=TR,eff+Trec, where
the variations in Trec resulting from the standing wave pattern on the hot load and
reference position are averaged out appropriately. Whether this is feasible, depends
a lot on how significant the ripple is and how it interferes with other gain modulations
across the band. We will not know, before a realistic complete model of HIFI is
operational.
2.6.2 The accuracy of TR,eff
The real concern with regard to whether we can operate HIFI with only a single "hot"
load and using the blank sky as the second "load", is the issue of how precisely we
know TR,eff=(1-fT)TR+fTTT. This is for one the issue of how blank the blank sky is (in
particular also concerning the possible presence of weak spectral features from
diffuse emission). In addition, it is the issue of how large the pickup from warm stuff,
e.g. the telescope, is going to be; and how constant; and how to measure it with
sufficient precision.
I think, getting clear answers to these questions is the basis for answering whether
we can accept only a single "hot" load for HIFI. Comments?
One can optimistically argue that TR,eff is going to be small anyway in comparison to
Trec even for the lowest frequency band (e.g. TT=60K, fT=0.05), so that we do not
need to know it to high precision in order to estimate TR,eff+Trec with adequate
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precision. And this is probably a valid argument (does anyone at present have good
estimates for the likely numbers?).
The argument against a single load with adjustable temperature is the long time
constant for it to reach the appropriate temperature. Otherwise, this concept
guarantees identical optical paths for "both" loads, and avoids the problem off
excessive movements of the flex pivot in the sky-chop-mirror in order to reach a third
load position. The proper compromise might thus be to use the single, temperature
adjustable load occasionally in order to directly measure TR,eff (and for that matter a
relatively small temperature change would be suitable).
2.6.3 Other issues
As a side note, let one remark that the real issues with regard to baseline stability
and standing waves are different ones: for one, fT as defined above is likely to be
rather different between the two chopper positions, in particular, if they are not
symmetric with regard to the optical set-up of the telescope and focal plane optical
path. This results in a corresponding quasi continuum offset in chopped observations,
which can then get modulated and appear as baseline ripple as outlined above.
Second, the standing wave pattern between the two chop positions will be different
(again, in particular, if they are not symmetric with regard to the optical path). And the
difference will show up as a bad baseline in the individual chopped scans. In both
cases, dual beam switch, i.e. nodding the telescope so that the source alternates
between the two chopper positions, and taking double difference, is the cure, proven
to work on many ground based telescopes.

3 HIFI data reduction and data products
3.1 Data reduction stages
The data reduction for HIFI can be separated into two stages:
1. From raw data to calibrated science data at the level of individual scans.
Calibration here means that both the intensity- and frequency-axis of the
spectra are scaled to physical units determined from the on-board measured
and ground-characterized instrument performance and corrected for
understood and automatically correctable instrumental effects. Determined by
the scientific goal of the observations, the user has to be able to select
between several options in the calibration procedure.
2. Higher level data reduction, i.e. from calibrated scans to final products such as
spectral scans, maps (data cubes), deeply integrated spectra, line surveys etc.
3.2 ‘Intermediate’ products: HIFI scans
Data from instruments like HIFI are normally treated in scans:
Scans are defined as spectral data sets that are, at a user defined level,
Pre-integrated in time and
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With sub-scans at the chop-/frequency-/beam-switch level combined to a 1dimensional array of intensity versus channel number.
NOTE: the option of keeping several 1-dimensional arrays ‘within’ one scan may still
be needed. I.e. not only the difference between the two chop sides, i.e. S-R, but also
S+R (or R, or S) may need to be available. This would carry the info on individual
sub-scans over to the higher level reduced data and would allow to rapidly recover
information e.g. on self-chopping onto the source without having to go back to the
raw data. As an alternative to storing S-R and e.g. S+R within each scan, we could
treat them as two different reductions of the same data set, similar to keeping other
alternatively calibrated scans for comparison.
An alternative description of SCAN is given by Maryvonne Gerin as follows:
Scans are 1-D arrays. Each element or pixel of this array is called a channel. The
scan is characterized by a centre channel (reference channel) that gives the origin for
the correspondence between channel number and a meaningful physical unit
(frequency, velocity), and by the channel spacing expressed in the same unit. The
reference values are also given (rest frequency, rest velocity). Other meaningful
parameters shall be included in the scan header: source position, solar elongation,
observing mode, reference (OFF) position is any, and calibration parameters (system
temperature, Side band ratios...)
3.3 Data products: HIFI spectra, data cubes
This section describes the data products that shall be produced by HIFI IA and SPG
that can be provided for HIFI end users as a basis for further science analysis outside
the scope of the HIFI IA system.
TBW
3.4 HIFI calibration parameters
This section describes the various calibration parameters that must be available from
within the HIFI IA system and for export to other data analysis facilities for further
analysis of HIFI data.
TBW

4 General requirements for HIFI data reduction
This sectionalists a number of general requirements that are applicable for all the
different stages of HIFI data processing.
4.1 User interface
EUR-GEN-1
HIFI IA shall have a scripting language
The HIFI data reduction tools should be implemented in such a way
that all steps listed in the following sections become available as
automated scripts, as well as equipped with a user friendly, easy to
use and flexible interactive interface.
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Users shall be able to run their own scripts
The command line language shall enable the user to develop new
data reduction scripts.

4.2 Data manipulation
EUR-GEN-3
HIFI IA shall allow mathematical operations on data sets
This implies that the following calculations can be performed on
(sets of) scalar values, raw HIFI data, spectra (raw or calibrated),
images, cubes:
• Addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, logical operations
• Standard mathematical functions
EUR-GEN-4

HIFI IA shall provide facilities to edit data sets
• Removing bad channels from scans:
o Data that are already marked spurious by previous
processing steps (e.g. SPG)
o Additional channels selected by hand.

4.3 Function fitting
Function fitting is needed in various different processing steps with HIFI data
processing. There are a number of generic function fitting and subtraction
requirements that apply for all different applications.
EUR-GEN-5

The user shall be able to define fit windows
This can be done by command line input, by cursor selection on a
plot) that are to be used for function fitting. Alternatively the windows
could be automatically defined.

EUR-GEN-6

Fitting shall be possible any sub-part of a spectrum

EUR-GEN-7

Fit results shall be stored
It shall be possible to store the fit results in such a form that they can
be subtracted from the data.

EUR-GEN-8

Various fit functions shall be supported
A polynomial function of degree N (max 30-TBC). N to be
specified by the user
A sinusoid defined by period, amplitude and phase (initial values
to be specified by the user)
Functions for line profile fitting:
- Single Gaussian line
- Single Lorentzian
- Van Vleck-Weisskopf
- Parabolic
- Flat-topped
- Symmetric double peak
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P-Cygni or inverse P-Cygni profiles combining absorption and
emission
Instrumental profile
User defined line profile

EUR-GEN-9

It shall be possible to combine fit functions
I shall be possible to combine the different types of system-defined
functions in a fit procedure.

EUR-GEN-10

The user shall be able to fix the value of fit parameters
e.g. to use previous information obtained on similar data

4.4 Plotting, display
EUR-GEN-11 HIFI IA shall provide displays for all types of HIFI data
For HIFI these are: single spectra, multiple spectra, images and data
cubes
EUR-GEN-12

It shall be possible to modify HIFI IA displays
• Zoom, scroll and pan
• Change of scales along any axis
• Change of coordinate systems along any axis
• Display of multiple coordinate systems along any axis
• Change of colour coding/grey scale for images
• Change plot style (line thickness, symbols, fonts)
• Overlay multiple displays
• Add/delete annotations

EUR-GEN-13

HIFI IA shall support standard ‘coordinate systems’
• Raw: channel number, pixel coordinates
• Frequency: GHz for the rest frequencies of the USB and LSB,
kHz for the IF frequency in the USB and LSB
• Velocity: LSR, km/s
• Sky: RA-DEC, l-b, normal projections

EUR-GEN-14

It shall be possible to interact with HIFI IA displays
• Read data (single values and areas) using a cursor
• Use cursor values (single values and areas) as input for another
IA process
• Mask areas/points in a plot
• Select a point and edit its value (flag as a bad channel, replace
with value interpolated from nearby channels)

4.5

Data export and import

4.5.1 Import and export of data
EUR-GEN-15 IA shall provide a data export capability
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For exporting spectra, the choice of formats shall include:
• FITS (NOST standard)
• CLASS
• IDL
• ASCII files
• TBD others
EUR-GEN-16

HIFI IA shall provide a list export facility
It shall be possible to export results extracted from lists of spectra in
data formats suitable to data processing packages like GRAPHIC,
IDL

EUR-GEN-17

HIFI IA shall provide a data import capability
It shall be possible to import spectra and images obtained with other
telescopes and instruments, or from Atlases. The same list of format
as for exporting formats shall be available

4.5.2 Export of displays
EUR-GEN-18 It shall be possible to export graphic displays
Graphic displays should be exportable in suitable formats for printing
and publishing. The graphic formats shall include:
• Postscript / encapsulated Postscript
• GIF
• JPEG
• TBD others
4.5.3 Print/Export information
EUR-GEN-19 HIFI IA shall give access to information on data sets
It shall be possible to write/display tables listing meaningful
information on a set of spectra. All meaningful information on data
shall be made accessible. This includes
• Information contained in the header
• Information on the data processing steps
• All results obtained in the data processing, including parameters
derived from fitting routines.
4.6 History tracking
The user should be able to build and access a “bookkeeping” system providing full
history information of his analyses, containing (dynamic) quality measures of the data
products involved, and allowing him to repeat analyses by retrieving previous
analysis parameters and input data products.
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These are requirements on history tracking to support the individual user, limited to
his/her own analyses. They do not cover global queries of HIFI data at other sites or
automatic import of HIFI data products.
EUR-GEN-20

HIFI IA shall provide a history tracking mechanism
The history tracking mechanism has to keep track of the ins & outs
of his analyses (data products, analysis parameters, s/w versions,
etc.). The purpose of the history tracking is threefold:
• Query: The system has to provide facilities to query previous
analysis steps, both data-product specific (e.g., which input
parameters were used to generate this product) and global (e.g.,
which output data products were generated using s/w task
version X? or applying calibration table Y?).
• Re-analysis: The system has to enable automatic re-runs of
previous analysis steps, retrieving input data products and
parameters.
• Quality flagging: The system has to provide facilities for quality
flagging of data products as well as verification of quality flags, so
that e.g. further usage of poor quality data can be prohibited.

EUR-GEN-21

HIFI IA shall maintain a product data description
Through the history tracking system IA shall maintain a data
description for each data product (received as well as selfgenerated). This data description shall include two main
constituents:
• A task description that contains a list of the input data and
parameters that were used by the IA task(s) that generated the
data product. The task descriptions can be retrieved to re-run the
analysis step that has led to the data product.
• A quality flag, which can be used e.g. to block further usage of
the data product because an incorrect calibration table was
applied.

EUR-GEN-22

Each HIFI data product shall be uniquely identifiable
Each data product that the user receives or generates shall have a
unique identifier. Each identifier shall be uniquely linked to a task
description.

EUR-GEN-23

Quality information on HIFI products shall be updateable
The user should be able to have the quality flags of his history
tracking system inspected and updated by the HCSS (or possibly a
HIFI-specific verification system). A report on the modifications shall
be sent to the user. This process should be automatic. When critical
modifications have been implemented (s/w, calibration data, etc.),
the user shall be informed that the data should be submitted for reprocessing and quality-flag inspection.
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The user controls history tracking in his HIFI IA session
The user is the administrator of his/her history tracking system.
He/she shall be able to configure it to track additional information
aside from that information which is required for standard IA
processing.

4.6.1 Import/export of history information
EUR-GEN-25

History information shall be exported with HIFI products
Full information on the history of data processing shall accompany
data products being exported from the HIFI IA environment.

EUR-GEN-26

History information shall be imported with HIFI products
Full history information shall be re-created when importing external
data into the system that has IA-compatible history information.

5 Requirements for HIFI raw data analysis
5.1 Visualization of raw data
Outside of the general requirements on visualisation for HIFI data there are some
extra requirements in support of the evaluation of raw HIFI data.
EUR-RAW-1

IA shall support displays of raw data
The following plots shall be possible
• HRS correlation functions
• Plot ON spectrum
• Plot OFF spectrum (if any)
• Plot separately the two observing phases separately (ON and
OFF or ON-OFF and ON+OFF, or the sole scan in case of
frequency switched observations)
• Show thresholds on the same plots to indicate if
specifications are or are not verified (for example: triggers to
show acceptable ripples,..)

EUR-RAW-2

IA shall support displays of processed data
The following plots shall be possible
• Plot processed spectrum,
• Plot accumulated processed spectrum,
• Additional information to be displayed: the mode (ON/OFF,
object, observer, proposal... TBD)
• Mark frequency positions of possible IF-interference
• Overlays with TBD

EUR-RAW-3

IA shall support displays for evaluation of platforming:
The following plots shall be possible:
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Plot processed spectrum of HRS at the maximal bandwidth,
result of the concatenation of the 2, 4 or 8 spectra.
Plot processed spectrum of WBS, for the same bandwidth.
Tools to compare HRS and WBS levels, to verify the
platforming, and for concatenation, average, rebin
Compare correlation function with reference function (for
correlator internal tests)

EUR-RAW-4

HIFI IA shall provide tools for monitoring
Tools are needed to monitor and display parameters, calibration
functions, etc. for instrument health/trend analysis. Possibly
flagging of data as being spurious on different levels of severity,
resulting from this.

EUR-RAW-5

HIFI IA shall support total power level checks
Various displays to check the total power levels are needed:
• Plot total input power of the correlator (Vs/σ )
• Show triggers on plot to indicate the maximum and minimal
acceptable values
Remark: this total power is a relative value, without units

EUR-RAW-6

HIFI IA shall support instrument linearity checks
To check the instrument linearity with the following plots/displays
are needed:
• Plot output power Pout
• Plot input power Pin
• Plot Pout in function of Pin
• Retrieve temperature from HK

EUR-RAW-7

HIFI IA shall provide instrument HK display
• Plot temperatures
• Plot voltages
• Plot attenuators
• Power levels
• Band pass shapes
• Zero levels
• Tsys profiles

5.2 Validation
Raw data sets should be checked for "bad" data resulting e.g. from glitches, IFinterference, etc. The routines have to be applied both to calibration measurements
(comb, hot, cold, zero) and source measurements. They are specific to the hardware
and need to be treated accordingly in different categories.
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5.2.1 HRS specific validation
EUR-UC-RAW-1 Verify correlator input power level
1. Find channel 0 of the auto-correlation function
2. Estimate the correlator input power level from channel 0
3. Check input power limits
EUR-UC-RAW-2 Check test correlation functions
This procedure has to be used for correlator internal test data
1. Determine which internal correlator test has been used
2. Restore the corresponding reference correlation function (REF)
3. Compute the difference: DIFF = | corr.fct. – REF |
4. If one channel in DIFF is greater than 1 the scan is bad
5.2.2 WBS specific validation
Individual channels or adjacent groups of channels that are saturated in parts of the
band pass (e.g. due to (time variable) IF-interference spikes) should be flagged. A
potential procedure here would be:
EUR-UC-RAW-3 Identify and flag WBS spurious channels
1. Identify (set of adjacent) spurious channels
• Which reach saturation of the ADC
• Or have counts significantly different relative to the average of the
adjacent channels, specified by a given threshold
2. Flag these channels (list of bad channels, e.g. in the scan header) with
a "spurious value" flag at different TBD levels of seriousness
5.2.3 Front-end specific validation
TBW - THIJS DE GRAAUW
5.3 Derivation of calibration parameters from raw data
This section summarizes procedures that derive calibration parameters from the
dedicated "calibration" observations, such as hot-, cold-, zero-measurements for the
intensity scale, or comb-measurements for the frequency scale of the WBS. The
parameters are only derived and stored (in the HCSS database or in the scan
headers when exported) together with the corresponding calibration scans, but not
applied to the data.
5.3.1 Calibration parameters from raw HRS data
For the HRS we apply procedures to build uncalibrated power spectra from raw autocorrelation functions. To do that two correction tables are needed: one to correct the
HRS/IF non-linearity (if needed), another to correct the quantization distortion.
EUR-UC-RAW-4 Compute raw HRS power spectrum
1. Split of the total correlation function in sub-bands
2. Compute the correlator total input power
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3. If necessary (and possible) correct the total input power from analogue
non linearity (if the HRS/IF non linearity can be accurately characterised
it can be corrected)
4. Correct from the quantization distortion
5. Make the correlation function symmetric
6. Compute the normalised spectrum by FFT (total power = 1)
7. Multiply the normalised spectrum by the total input power
8. If desired apply a specific windowing (e.g. Hanning)
5.3.2 Calibration parameters from raw WBS data
Each WBS band of about 1 GHz width around 2.1 GHz centre frequency can have a
frequency comb with 100 MHz spacing switched on, or have a termination switched
in at its input. In this hardware setting, the readout is integrated for typically 2
seconds (TBD). These scans are called comb- and zero- scans in the following. They
are used to
Determine the channel number of the centre frequency
Determine the channel spacing
To subtract the zero level of the WBS data, where necessary
Both channel spacing and centre frequency may vary with time due to temperature
drifts in the WBS optics and/or aging of the WBS-lasers.
The procedures are:
EUR-UC-RAW-5 Determine frequency centre
This procedure consists of the following actions:
1. Calculate comb-zero (for better signal to noise on comb spectrum)
2. Find spike near nominal centre channel
i. Look for maximum
ii. Verify spike (threshold against adjacent channels; approximate
width)
iii. Determine position of spike as 1st order moment in addition, it
needs proper error recovery.
Note: a procedure with the basic functionality is available at KOSMA
EUR-UC-RAW-6 Determine the (non-linear) frequency spacing
This procedure involves the following steps: on comb-zero and with centre
channel determined from EUR-UC-RAW-5
1. Determine position (with the same procedure as above) of the next
spike at the position extrapolated from the nominal frequency spacing
(one spike every 100 MHz TBC)
2. Repeat for next spike and so on, until edge of band
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 from centre towards other band edge
4. Store spike positions with scan
5. Fit 3rd (TBD) polynomial to spike positions vs. channel number and
store fit parameters with scan
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Note: a procedure with the basic functionality is available at KOSMA
EUR-UC-RAW-7 Determine frequency resolution
This procedure involves:
1. Calculation of second order moments (or Gaussian fits) to the spikes
identified above
2. Polynomial fit of TBD order to variation versus channel number;
3. Store parameters with scan
Note: the frequency may resolution may have variation across the band.
EUR-UC-RAW-8 Determine non-linearity corrections for the intensity scale
The non-linearity of the WBS cannot be determined with a reasonable
accuracy during flight but has to be measured on-ground and should be
corrected for during the flight measurements only. The non-linearity is
produced by the different sensitivity of the different CCD pixels and the
amplifier compression. It is thus specific to each channel. The ground-based
measurements of the non-linearity have to provide a table of non-linearity
parameters for each channel. It is not yet clear whether the non-linearity needs
correction at all or is small enough to be neglected.
If the IA software has to correct for the intensity non-linearity it has to apply a
simple subtraction:
Clinearized = Cmeasured − ∑ α i ( Cmeasured )

βi

(4.1)

i

Here Clinearized and Cmeasured are the linearized and measured counts
respectively.
Laboratory measurements indicate that the sum will not include more than a
few terms. The tabulated parameters αi and βi are specific to each CCD pixel
(channel).
5.3.3 Front-end specific calibration parameters
5.3.3.1 Tsys via Y-factor from Hot, Cold, Zero
Tsys gives the equivalent radiometric noise level of the instrument referred to its signal
input. It s value is largely determined by the mixer, with some minor contribution from
the first IF-amplifier. Tsys is different not only for each mixer, but also across each
mixer tuning band, across the mixers IF-band, and for the USB and LSB at a given
tuning. In addition, it varies rapidly with frequency across the instantaneous tuning
due to standing waves in the IF-cables and the receiver/telescope optics (any partial
reflection causes a Fabry-Perot-like modulation).
Tsys can be determined, including its variation across the band, by measuring the
system response on two different, known inputs: the hot and cold load.
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Tsys determines the integration times necessary to reach a given signal input noise
level. Knowledge of Tsys, including its variation across the receiver band, also
provides a very important diagnostic tool about the instrument performance. In
addition, Tsys is used in one of the standard calibration schemes (see below).
It is straightforward to derive Tsys across the band by calculating Tsys for each
spectrometer channel through the Y-factor. However, it is often preferred to use a
band averaged value, or at least an average over larger fractions of the band.
In particular, the different standing wave pattern on the loads and on the sky results
in a different pass band modulation in both optical passes. The sky-signal pass band
modulation is compensated in the standard S − R Tsys -calibration by the division with R.
R

The undesirable modulation of Tsys with the load ripple makes it desirable to average
Tsys over frequency ranges broader than the load ripple. The smoothing widths need
to be determined as a compromise between the load ripple period and the
receiver/mixer intrinsic pass band variations.
All this results in using some average or smoothed representation of Tsys for proper
calibration along the scheme outlined below. This can be done by spectrally
smoothing the Tsys derived channel wise. Or one can use a polynomial fit of TBD
order as a proper representation of the variation across the pass band.
EUR-UC-RAW-9 Determine Tsys
1. Remove the flagged spurious channels from H, Z, C (hot, zero, cold)
2. Calculate for each channel H-Z, C-Z from hot-, cold, and zero scans
(question: should one include smoothing/binning of H, Z, C before the
next step?)
3. Calculate Y=(H-Z)/(C-Z) per channel
4. Possibly smooth Y over several channels (NOTE: the order matters, the
division in Y being a non linear operation)
5. Calculate Tsys from Y per channel (and with TRJ,hot and TRJ,cold, the
Rayleigh-Jeans corrected physical temperatures of the hot and cold
load from housekeeping data); both for upper and lower sideband.
NOTE: the relatively lengthy, but straightforward to calculate formula for
Tsys is documented e.g. in Hijama's diploma thesis (KOSMA).
6. Possibly smooth Tsys over several channels
7. Determine a polynomial of TBD order to fit the variation of Tsys across
the pass band
NOTE: the appropriate mode/binning depends on the scientific goal; the
definition of the detailed observing procedure at the AOT level (e.g.
specification on integration times on loads) needs to be supported
accordingly).
EUR-UC-RAW-10 Determine the beam efficiency
This is a function of frequency and mixer no. (e.g. due to non-ideal, different
alignment of mixers)
1. Interpolate from lookup table created in the calibration stage
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2. Alternatively, get input from high level data reduction (planet
observations) THIJS DE GRAAUW: identify someone to fill in
EUR-UC-RAW-11 Sideband ratios
The gain for the upper and lower side bands (USB and LSB) may be different.
The side band ratio, i.e. the ratio between these gains, is an important
calibration parameter. Its value is expected to stay close to unity, but will be a
function of mixer no., LO-tuning; other instrument parameters, time (drifts)
1. Determine by interpolation from lookup table; or
2. Alternatively: get input from high-level data reduction, i.e. MEM
sideband deconvolution from line surveys (PETER SCHILKE:
comments?)
5.3.4 Allan variance
EUR-RAW-8

HIFI IA shall provide Allan variance display functions
The following display functions are needed to be able to evaluate
the Allan variance
• One plot will contain result of Allan variance
• Another plot, on the same screen, will contain temperatures
as a function of time

A specific routine is required to compute the Allan variance. It needs to follow in the
same time temperature variations, in order to diagnose problems on Allan variance.
To characterize the noise and stability of a spectrometer, we suggest measuring its
Allan-Variance in the way as was originally suggested by Schieder et al. (1985).
Following this paper a detailed recipe is given on how to calculate this variance. We
find that it is useful to apply three slightly different methods, depending on the
question posed, to derive
1. the Allan variance from only one channel,
2. the Allan variance from the difference of two channels,
3. the baseline variance (after subtraction of 1. or 2.order polynomials).
EUR-UC-RAW-12 Measurement for Allan variance determination
A source of white noise is connected to the spectrometer. Care has to be
taken (temperature stabilization) to really have white noise and little drift noise.
A series of spectra is taken in time intervals of e.g. T=1 second.
EUR-UC-RAW-13 Allan variance from one channel or channel differences
This procedure describes the method to derive the Allan variance, σA(T), and
the Allan minimum time, tA, by measuring one spectrometer channel or the
difference of two channels. This method is meant to characterize the statistical
properties of spectrometers and not to determine systematic instabilities due
to standing waves for example. It requires therefore that the input of the noise
source is very stable. In order to find minimum times tA of e.g. 1000 seconds
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with reasonable accuracy, the full length of the measurement has to be at
least a factor of a few longer, e.g. a factor of 16, i.e. the measurement will take
hours!
1. Select two channels x1, x2 with sufficiently large frequency difference
so that they are not correlated due to overlap of the channel profiles.
The resulting tA should not depend on the exact choice of channels.
This assumes that each of the frequency channels represents all other
channels in the statistical sense. For normal back-ends this is usually
the case.
2. Take the gain normalized difference in counts, S, of these two channels
of each spectrum.
 1  x1 (i )
x (i )   < x > + < x2 >
− 2  + 1 1
S ( i ) = 
(4.2)

2
 2  < x1 > < x2 >  

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

4.
5.
6.

The index i runs from 1 to the number of data taken, <x1> and <x2> are
averages over all data. The rational for this rather complicated definition
is to remove common gain variations in the two channels, but leave the
radiometer equation unaltered in case there is only white noise. The
Allan variance plot using these data we call the "Spectroscopic Allan
Plot". See also Schieder et al. 1989.
If interested in analysing total power fluctuations and not the
spectroscopic variance, then take only one cannel. Its counts will be
called S(i), for simplicity.
This leads to a simple time series of S taken in intervals of T=1 seconds.
Structure the time series into successively larger time intervals TK=K*T.
Calculate the time-averaged values of S, i.e. SK, for each interval TK.
This leads to a simple time series of SK taken in intervals of length TK:
Ki
1
S K (i ) =
S ( j)
(4.3)
∑
K j =(i −1) K +1
Calculate the difference DK=[SK(i)-SK(i+1)] of each subsequent pair of
SK(i) and SK(i+1).
Calculate
1 1 M
2
σ A2 (TK ) =
(4.4)
( DK (i)− < DK (i) > )
∑
M − 1 2 i =1
M is the number of available differences DK, and it should not be less
than about 16.
Repeat step 4-7 for successively larger time intervals T.
 σ 2 (T ) 
Plot log  A K 2  ⇔ log (TK ) .
 < SK > 
The error of the variance is
1
1
< DK (TK ) > 4 − < DK2 (TK ) > 2 
(4.5)
δσ A2 (TK ) =
2 M −1
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7. The minimum of the curve, if there is any, is the Allan minimum time tA.
EUR-UC-RAW-14 Allan variance based from baseline variance
Deriving the Allan variance from the baseline variance is another method that
has some advantages for characterizing system stabilities instead of
spectrometer stabilities. It is described in detail in the Ph.D. thesis of
O.Siebertz:
To derive the r.m.s. TK and tA the following steps have to be taken:
1. Structure the measured spectra into groups of length TK.
2. Calculate averaged spectra S, averaged over time intervals of length TK.
3. Calculate
S (i ) − S (i + 1)
(4.6)
S (i + 1) − S0
4. Here S0 is the spectrum measuring the dark counts of the CCD.
5. Fit a polynomial baseline of order n=1 or 2 to the spectra and subtract
it.
6. Calculate the variance (σ2) of each of the averaged spectra.
7. Repeat steps 1-6 for other lengths of the time interval TK.
8. Plot log(σ(TK)2) against log(TK).
9. The minimum of the curve, if there is any, corresponds to the Allan
minimum time tA.
5.3.4.1 Advantages of EUR-UC-RAW-14 over EUR-UC-RAW-13
- The method outlined in EUR-UC-RAW-14 is faster:
In order to find minimum times tA of e.g. 1000 seconds with reasonable accuracy,
the full length of the measurement has to be only 2x1000 seconds, but not more.
- The spectrometer is characterized over the full band pass and not by only two
channels (which might be hand selected...).
- A baseline of order n=1 or 2 is subtracted, which is something astronomers
usually do with their data anyway. In order to compare minimum times of different
tests and spectrometers, the order n has to be very small, e.g. =1. This method is
therefore suited to characterize the noise and drift performance of a complete
system, including also e.g. receiver, LO, IF-chain, but not so well for
characterizing a subsystem like a spectrometer, because a baseline ripple is
typically not originating from within the spectrometer itself.
5.3.4.2 Disadvantage of EUR-UC-RAW-14
Spikes or baseline curvatures originating from outside the spectrometer may falsify
the minimum time. Also, the amount of data to be stored can be very large (50
Mbyte), so that a suitable amount of RAM is necessary.
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5.3.4.3 References
- Schieder R., Rau G., Vowinkel B. 1985, Characterization and Measurement of
System Stability, SPIE Vol.598, Instrumentation for Submillimeter Spectroscopy
(1985)
- Schieder R., Tolls V., Winnewisser G., The Cologne Acousto-Optical
Spectrometers; Exp.Astron. vol. 1, pages 101-121, 1989
- Siebertz O. 1998, Akusto-optisches Spektrometer mit variabler Auflösung, Ph.D.
thesis, Universität zu Köln
5.4 Applying calibration to raw data
Note: for the following steps, the calibration parameters derived under 5.3 are applied
to the data. As some of these parameters vary with time, there is no unique scheme
on which value to apply to a given scan. One can use either the value derived from
the most recent calibration observations, or interpolate in time between the adjacent
calibration measurements, or explicitly use some other value specified externally.
Thus, all the following steps have to include these options.
5.4.1 Band pass calibration
The description in this section should include a proper treatment of spurious
channels.
EUR-UC-RAW-15 Identify method to treat Tsys variation across band
TBW
EUR-UC-RAW-16 Identify sideband to calibrate for
TBW
EUR-UC-RAW-17 Apply band pass calibration
This can be done following one of the two alternatives:
1. S − R Tsys (WBS only); or
R−Z
2. S − R (TRJ , hot − TRJ ,cold ) .
H −C
NOTE: this is the only option for frequency switched scans.
5.4.2 Calculation of frequencies and velocities
This section describes the calculation of USB/LSB sky frequency-, rest frequency-,
and (for given reference frequency) LSR-velocity-scales as well as the translation of
channel numbers into frequencies and velocities.
All parameters used for commanding the frequency should be made available, to the
actual accuracy used. The frequency calculations should keep a high accuracy
(better than 10 kHz TBC) to avoid degrading the overall frequency accuracy of HIFI.
EUR-UC-RAW-18 Compute USB and LSB ‘sky’ frequencies.
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The heterodyne system is sensitive to two different frequency bands labelled
Upper Side Band (USB) and Lower Side Band (LSB). From the Local
Oscillator frequency (LO, ν LO ) and the Intermediate Frequency (IF, ν IF ), these
bands can be calculated as:
ν USB = ν LO + ν IF
(4.7)
ν LSB = ν LO −ν IF
The observations are performed in the satellite rest frame. ν LO is calculated
from the observation parameters (line frequency, source position and Doppler
velocity, ...) and sent to the system. The basic frequency unit in which the
observations are recorded is the IF. The observer is interested in having the
data expressed in a rest frame appropriate for his/her source. This rest frame
may be:
The instrument rest frame (in particular for ILT and other tests...)
The heliocentric rest frame
The Local Standard of Rest (LSR)
Any other rest frame, for example the rest frame of a particular solar
system object, planet or comet.
In addition, in order to monitor the system and in case of failures, the
information on all steps involved in calculating the rest frequencies shall be
kept.
EUR-UC-RAW-19 Convert sky frequency to the required rest frame
1. Calculate the radial velocity difference between the satellite/instrument
rest frame and the required astronomy rest frame,
∆V = Vrest − Vsatellite
(4.8)
2. Calculate the rest frequencies for the USB and LSB separately as:
 ∆V 
ν rest ,USB = ν USB  1 −

c 

(4.9)
 ∆V 
ν rest , LSB = ν LSB 1 −

c 

The formula are accurate to 1st order in ∆V/c, the more correct special
relativity formula may be needed, TBC.
3. From the frequency calibration the channel frequency spacing, and
channel number for the rest frequency construct translation functions
from channel numbers to channel frequencies for USB and LSB
separately. These translation functions may not be linear in case of e.g.
non-linear channel spacing of the AOS.
EUR-UC-RAW-20 Convert from rest frequencies to rest velocities
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Using the translation tables for frequencies, construct a translation table from
channel numbers to channel velocities in the chosen rest frame for each side
band separately. The conversion between the frequency and velocity for
channel i is:
ν rest ( i ) −ν rest
(4.10)
ν rest
where Vsource is the radial velocity of the source in the rest frame (given by
observer as an input parameter).
Vi = Vsource − c

Notes:
1. Which Doppler formula to choose to convert frequencies into velocities
and the reverse? What is the requirement for the setting of the
instrument frequency? This may impact the observations of distant
(redshifted) sources. The ‘standard‘ radio convention, ∆ν = − ∆V is
ν
c
used here (TBC).
It may be better to offer several choices depending on the source to be
observed.
2. There is no Doppler tracking during an observation, so the radial
velocity refers to the mean radial velocity during the scan/ or radial
velocity at the start of the scan.
3. To get accurate frequency calibration, scans must be short enough that
the frequency resolution is not affected by frequency shifts caused by
the source and/or satellite motions during the scan. Temperature
variations of the AOSs may cause similar shifts of the frequency
resolution.
5.4.3 Frequency switch data
EUR-UC-RAW-21 Reducing frequency switch data
In this mode, the data are taken in two phases, each phase having a different
sky frequency. The step in frequency is a small fraction of the total band pass
(e.g. 50MHz vs. 4 GHz) so that the system temperature is the same in both
phases. In the first phase the sky frequency is offset by half the required step.
In the second phase, the sky frequency offset has a reversed sign; in addition,
the data are multiplied by -1. These two phases are repeated a certain number
of times to produce a frequency-switched (FSW) scan, which contains the
information on these two phases.
For the data reduction the FSW scan must be processed to combine the two
phases together.
1. Isolate the 2 phases:
From the original scan, produce two temporary tables, the first one
corresponds to the scan shifted by half the frequency step, the second
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corresponds to the scan shifted by minus half the frequency step and
multiplied by -1.
2. ``Fold’’ the scan
For each frequency channel common to both phases, calculate the
mean value of the intensity. The frequency range of the final scan is
equal to the frequency range of the original ``unfolded'' scan minus the
frequency step.
3. Update the header to store information on the folding process.
Note that the sign of the shift(s) will depend on how this mode will be
implemented in uplink.
5.4.4 Double beam switch data; alternative steps
Single beams, sum of beams (instead of diff.) for diagnostic of self-chopping steps
must be detailed here.
5.4.5 OTF data
The OTF measurements have no special calibration scheme but depend on a flexible
combination with calibration parameters and OFF measurements as indicated
already in the introduction.
There are two special points for OTF where it is not yet clear whether they have to be
treated by the HIFI IA software:
i)
Pointing position: the position of a single OTF observation does not agree
with the position at the time of the dump, but is the centre position between
two subsequent dumps. Maybe that is a question for the telescope and not
the HIFI IA but it has to be kept in mind.
ii)
The effective beam width of an OTF scan is slightly larger than the pointed
beam width. In case of Nyquist sampled observations the difference is only
4% and this is not taken into account at any terrestrial telescope at the
moment. Nevertheless, it might be worth to indicate this beam size in the
data header. If we allow for sub sampled OTF observations (I don't see any
reason for them, but other observers might have different ideas about that),
the effective beam width has to be computed from Eq. A.1 from Beuther et
al. A&A 362 (2000), 1109 and stored in the header.
5.4.6 Line survey data
TBW by PETER SCHILKE
5.4.7 Further WBS data processing
EUR-UC-RAW-22 Resample WBS data to linear/common channel spacing
1. Determine new channel spacing
2. Calculate width of gaussian weighting function
3. Calculate window width for resampling of new frequency pixels
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Determine start frequency
Calculate shift parameter for gaussian weighting function
Calculate pixel value for new frequency pixel
Step to the next new frequency pixel
Repeat 5, 6 & 7 until last new frequency pixel

EUR-UC-RAW-23 Combine WBS bands for broadband spectra
1. Resample sub-bands to common channel spacing and common
frequency (the overlap region is approximately 25 MHz)
2. Shift WBS sub band frequency scale (4 x 1.575-2.625 GHz) to WBS
input frequency scale (4-8 GHz)
3. Weighting of overlap frequency pixels
4. Combine sub-bands by adding overlap frequency pixels
5.4.8 Further HRS data processing
EUR-UC-RAW-24 Apply a specific windowing to HRS data (e.g. Hanning)
TBW
EUR-UC-RAW-25 Combination of HRS bands for broad band spectra
TBW

6 Requirements for higher level HIFI data reduction
6.1 Visualization
Standard tools for viewing spectral mapping data and spectral scanning data shall be
provided, with proper interfaces with the calculation modules handling astrophysical
spectroscopy and Herschel/HIFI specific features like:
Angular displays in "world-coordinates" taking the angular coordinate systems
and the projection systems properly into account (ref: FITS standards,
Calabretta and Greisen 2000 "Representations of World Coordinates in FITS"
Astronomical Data Analysis Software and Systems IX, ASP Conference
Proceedings, Vol. 216, edited by Nadine Manset, Christian Veillet, and Dennis
Crabtree. Astronomical Society of the Pacific, ISBN 1-58381-047-1, 2000.,
p.571)
Frequency displays with flexible access to instrumental (commanded)
frequencies at the various frequency stages, or frequencies projected in
selected rest frames, eventually converted to Doppler velocities with respect to
these frames. This applies to each of the side bands.
Intensity displays explicitly tagged with the selected intensity scale (calibration
version, main beam or other types of RJ temperatures, other units TBD).
Time line displays, especially needed for OTF maps or spectral scans, with
proper handling of the time to position, or time to LO frequency relations, and
back.
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For all displays, the user shall be able to select the units and the subset of the
data (spectrum, maps, data cube) to be displayed. The user shall be able to
decide whether further processing shall be made on the subset or on the
whole data set.
6.1.1 Data cubes
Spectroscopic mapping data initially are a collection of individual spectra sampled at
a list of individual positions (regularly gridded or not, Nyquist sampled or not), with a
resolution (beam) which is either the instantaneous instrument beam profile (Point
spread function), or this profile convolved with telescope motions (pointing jitter,
position scan in OTF). A basic (although not trivial) operation consists in resampling
the collection to a regular grid with hopefully uniform resolution (the latter depends on
the quality of initial sampling, and on the quality of the regridding algorithm). This
operation results in a 3-D (frequency, position, position) array improperly termed data
cubes. Most types of displays should be provided from both flavours of mapping data:
collections of spectra and 3-D arrays.
Classical examples are described below. Access to elementary functions shall be
possible in addition, as well as the capability to patch them into new specialised
display functions. This will be supplemented with a GUI interconnecting the display
functions (e.g. pop-up windows with spectra from clicking at selected position in an
image frame).
6.1.1.1 Maps of spectra
This convenient spectral display consists in drawing spectra (intensity as a function of
frequency or velocity) in small plotting frames overlaid on a sky frame of the mapped
region. Each spectral frame drawing is centred at the sampling position of the
corresponding spectrum.
The same options should be made available as for plots of individual spectra:
automatic or user specified selection of plotting scales and styles, of spectral
frame size; possibility to superimpose several spectra in each of the spectral
frames (multi-line mapping).
The capability should be provided to overlay the spectral display onto images
displayed in the sky frame (6.1.1.5).
6.1.1.2 Integrated intensity maps
Photometric information extracted from the spectral mapping data (or data cubes),
like line fitting parameters, integrated intensity in a given frequency or velocity range
will yield "images" (arrays of pixels), after eventual re-gridding, which need to be
displayed with adjustable intensity scales (intensity range, intensity transfer
table, colour table). Those adjustments shall be parameterised and a GUI shall also
be provided (e.g. idl>xloadct - to be further specified). Mosaics of such images (side
by side display on one or several pages) shall be possible, e.g. for channel maps
(intensity integrated over narrow frequency/velocity ranges), position velocity maps
(see 6.1.1.3). Options are needed for selecting intensity scales of component images
within a mosaic independently or not, with meaningful automatic options and defaults.
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2.contours, with basic modes of interpolation shall be plotted / overlaid on
request
Contents and scales will be documented with adequate labels
6.1.1.3 Position velocity maps
Position velocity maps are 2-D extraction (with possible re-convolution & resampling)
along one angular direction, and the frequency axis. Display modes are analogous to
6.1.1.2 (contours and images), except for specific coordinate handling, and labels.
Advanced extraction of information from such maps are to be foreseen (e.g.
rotation curves for edge on galaxies, structure function of velocity centroid
increments)
6.1.1.4 Spectra along selected cuts
The same 2-D position velocity data can be displayed as a row or a column of
spectra, with matching intensity or frequency / velocity scales. This can be
implemented as a lower dimension variant of 6.1.1.1.
6.1.1.5 Overlays
As stated above, the capability is requested to overlap maps of spectra and images
of the spectral mapping data. Basic overlay combination with other types of
astronomical data is also needed (part is common).
But general combination facilities between datasets also need to be included, in
addition to basic arithmetic and mathematical functions applied to 3-D arrays, both for
calculation and display: scatter diagrams, correlation analysis...
6.1.1.5.1 Overlay with astronomical images

The option shall be made available to overlay contours or colour displays of imported
astronomical images and colour displays or contours or plots of spectral mapping
data of the types described in 6.1.1.1and 6.1.1.2. This pre-supposes that adequate
image extraction, re-projection, and re-sampling functions with eventual change of
coordinates are available and properly executed.
Need for displays of more advanced combinations of HIFI and imported image-type
data are foreseen.
6.1.1.5.2 Overlay with point source catalogue data

The capability to read catalogue data from FITS tables or from ASCII text files shall
be implemented, with proper handling of coordinate related information. Plots of
symbols at the corresponding positions on top of contour and/or image displays shall
be implemented. Mechanisms to related symbol type / colour / size to tabulated
properties are needed. Labels shall be provided accordingly.
6.1.1.5.3 Overlay with images retrieved from atlases
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Large fractions (in some cases close to all) of the sky have been and are being
surveyed at more and more wavelengths, with resolutions ranging from 1 seconds of
arc to several minutes of arc. Examples are the POSS-DSS (digital sky survey), the
IRAS All Sky Atlas and Galactic Atlas, 2MASS or DENIS, the FCRAO molecular sky
surveys, ... Such images can be "manually" accessed as individual plates (FITS
files): the requirements then are not distinguishable from 2.9.1.5.1. An additional level
of functions however is needed to handle the interface with the atlas proper: plate
selection and extraction. These lead to requirements on access to imported
databases (another example is the access to spectroscopic databases). Such
requirements should not belong to a section dedicated to display functions, except for
labelling concerns.
6.1.2 Spectra and spectral surveys
6.1.2.1 Display of multiple axes for survey spectra
For visualisation of spectra, the user shall be able to select the meaningful
frequency/velocity axes: USB/LSB sky- and rest-frequency, rest frame velocity. At
least two different axes (bottom / top) may be displayed simultaneously. The user
shall be able to choose the unit for intensity display.
6.1.2.2 Interactive access to survey spectrum
The user shall be able to give input parameters to various steps of the data
processing using the graphic display of data. The data processing tasks shall include:
Baseline definition
Getting information on individual channels (frequencies, velocities, intensity)
Editing channel values (e.g. flag bad channels)
Input parameters for line profile and more advanced fits,
Any other task for which the user may like to enter some parameters.
6.1.2.3 Overlay with data from spectral line catalogues
Using information in the header on the frequency intervals (USB, LSB, or both),
extract lines in the spectral line catalogue(s) and overlay the information on the
spectrum. It may be useful to display different species with different colours/lines or
to be able to select a fraction of the species in the line catalogue only. Access to all
the catalogue information (not only frequencies) shall be provided if requested by the
user.
6.1.2.4 Overlay with fit of the baseline
It shall be possible to overlay the fit of the baseline on the spectra.
6.1.2.5 Overlay with fits of the line properties
When fits have been performed, it should be possible to overlay the fitted profiles
(line profile, opacity, rotation diagram) on the spectrum.
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Note: there is a need for an interface with a spectral line catalogue. For HIFI IA, the
information needed in this catalogue is basic. For each species included in the
catalogue, it must at least provide the line frequencies, quantum numbers, symmetry
properties, energy level involved (upper and/or lower) and associated degeneracies,
and Einstein coefficients.
References to/Documentation on the basic radiative transfer equation, and its
solutions for Lines and continuum shall be given (e.g. Goldsmith PF, Langer WD,
1999, ApJ 517, 209 for rotation diagrams).
6.2 Correction of poor baselines
The information in a spectrum is twofold: there may be a continuum level = offset of
the mean value different from 0., plus one or several spectral lines. The continuum
level may be real (true continuum source) or a consequence of instrumental effects.
The ``baseline'' is the regions of the spectrum without spectral lines. To analyse the
spectral lines and determine the noise level, it is the custom to subtract a smooth fit
of the baseline to the data, to reach a mean value of zero outside of the spectral
features.
The HIFI IA shall provide a baseline-fitting module allowing the determination of any
baseline superimposed to the source emission. It shall be allowed to subtract the
base line to the spectrum, or divide the spectrum by the base line.
The baseline-fitting module shall allow the user to select the baseline fitting
procedure.
The baseline-fitting module will compute the parameters defining the fitted baseline.
The baseline value will then be computed for every channel of the input spectrum
and subtracted to it in order to produce the baseline-subtracted spectrum. Instead of
subtracting the baseline from the spectrum, it shall be possible to divide the spectrum
by the baseline, when a continuum level is present.
The baseline-fitting module shall also be used to measure the spectrum r.m.s. value
and any continuum level when needed.
The baseline fitting module output shall be the baseline-subtracted spectrum with an
updated header in which the module has to store:
The name of the user selected procedure and its input parameter given by the
user to initiate the fit (e.g. polynomial degree)
All related parameters: list of channels excluded from the fit (line windows),
part of the spectrum that was fitted.
Some other values measured in the line windows like integrated area, mean
frequency, etc.
Output spectra should have an updated ID number (TBC)
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The baseline-fitting module shall allow re-plotting of the input spectrum with the fitted
baseline superimposed to it.
The baseline-fitting module shall have the capability to automatically apply all or part
of the input parameters used for one spectrum to a set of spectra.
6.2.1 Separation of baseline from spectral features
It is necessary to avoid strong spectral features to have a good representation of the
base line. Regions of the spectrum where these features are present may be
automatically selected, or user defined. This input shall be possible by command line
input, by cursor selection on a plot.
6.2.2 Continuum level
For one spectrum, the continuum level is defined as the mean value of all channels in
the ``clean '' regions (without spectral features or spurious interferences, ripples..)
defined by the user (or selected automatically ?). This continuum level is given in the
same unit as the spectrum (Kelvin - DSB). Conversion to a proper continuum unit
(e.g. Jansky) should be available. This should only depend on the instrument
properties but special care needs to be dedicated to continuum calibration. The
continuum level measurement should include the possibility to adopt a variable
spectral index resulting in different absolute continuum fluxes expected in the USB
and LSB. The user shall give this parameter, with the option to choose it from a
default value set. This task will use the side band ratio.
Note that a reasonable determination of the continuum is only possible in dual-beamswitch mode. Possibly the division of the spectrum by the baseline is sometimes
useful, but it doesn't solve the continuum level problem because it shifts the
uncertainty in case of low frequency variations only from the zero shift to a constant
factor which are both unknown if we don't have very good baselines from the WBS
measurements.
6.2.3 Fourier transform
In some cases, the best way to subtract baseline ripples is to interpolate in the
Fourier domain.
It shall be possible to compute the Fourier transform of the spectrum, and
display it as a power spectrum.
It shall be possible to identify spurious wave numbers in the Fourier domain
and set the amplitude to zero for these wave numbers.
The final step in the processing is an inverse Fourier transform, to produce a
spectrum cleaned from the spurious ripple.
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Combination of individual scans

6.3.1 Long integrations.
In order to detect weak lines, a significant amount of time may be spent on a given
point to integrate down to a required noise level. Due to a limited stability time of the
system, this long integration has to be split up into several scans to be further
combined. Since each of these spectra may be obtained under varying observing
conditions, weighting is sometimes necessary. Different weighting schemes can be
envisaged.
Weight arrays must accompany resulting spectra.
6.3.1.1 Selection of the spectra to be combined.
The user shall be able to retrieve spectra taken at different epochs in thedata base,
using a subset of the header parameters as constraints.
Before combining scans, it may be useful, but not mandatory, to check whether this
operation is meaningful. The parameters to be checked are:
Source name
Position on the sky (with a TBD tolerance)
Spectrometer (HRS vs AOS)
Frequency resolution: in case of different frequency resolution, the data first
need to be resampled to an identical frequency resolution.
Line frequency
Overlapping frequency interval (either for USB, LSB or for both bands).
Overlapping velocity range, in case of identical rest frequencies.
Observing epoch, scan number, or any parameter which enable the selection
of a sub sample of an ensemble of spectra
Calibration parameters such as system temperature, receiver temperature, ..
In case of scans overlapping over a reduced fraction of the total frequency range,
astronomer may want to keep the information on the whole data set, or on the
common part only.
Other options to be included are:
1. The different scans to be combined may have each a few bad pixels. In the
combined spectrum, it may be interesting either to
Ignore any bad pixel from any scan
Ignore only the bad pixels that are bad in all scans, and combine the
information on the other pixels, using the information from the restricted
``good'' scans only.
2. Different scales are attached to each scan, the channel numbers, USB
rest_frequencies, LSB rest_frequencies, USB velocities and LSB velocities.
The astronomer must be able to choose which is the best scale to be used for
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combining spectra. Origin of input spectra and options taken shall be
recorded.
6.3.1.2 Weighting by integration time
If the system behaves as expected, the noise r.m.s. of the spectra should integrate
down according to the radiometer formula. In that sense, any individual integration
time translates into a noise r.m.s. to be expected in the resolution channel
considered. Each scan is thus added to the sum with a weight equal to the time spent
on it divided by the square of the system temperature calculated in identical
resolution elements (weight = int_time/T_SYS^2). The resulting spectrum is then the
sum of the weighted measurements divided by the sum of the weights. This
weighting scheme is well suited for quick-look and/or in case one does not want to
compute the real noise r.m.s. for every scan (see below).
6.3.1.3 Weighting by r.m.s. level
Provided the noise r.m.s. level of each individual spectra to be added is available
(from e.g. a baseline fitting), spectra can be weighted with (1/rms)^2. This weighting
scheme may be more time consuming (in particular for OTF mapping) and is not
likely to provide a significantly more accurate weighting scheme than the previous
one, as long as the total integration time is below a TBD value (time after which the
systematic noise becomes predominant). Again, the resulting spectrum is then the
sum of the weighted measurements divided by the sum of the weights.
6.3.1.4 Equal weighting
The HIFI system temperature may present only negligible changes during long
integrations (given the atmosphere free conditions) so that spectra may be combined
without any kind of weighting. The resulting spectrum is in that case simply the mean
of the added spectra. This scheme may be useful to combine spectra obtained on
different positions and gather a ‘mean’ information on a large sample.
Beware that calibration errors in spectra obtained in long integrations are not equal to
baseline rms.
6.3.1.5 Mathematical Operations on spectra
It should be possible to compute the difference of spectra (e.g. to search for
systematic effects).
Also, it should be possible to multiply spectra by a number (e.g. to correct for
calibration error).
Other simple operations on spectra (division...) shall be possible (TBD).
6.3.2 Spectral survey scans
Spectral line surveys are taken in DSB mode, while the final output should be an SSB
spectrum. Since each frequency is observed at least twice (once in upper and once
in lower sideband), it is feasible to do a software deconvolution after the
observations. An additional unknown factor is the sideband ratio of each spectrum.
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The software then shall be able to perform the sideband deconvolution of the line
survey data to a high accuracy, solving for the sideband ratios at the same time. Care
has to be taken not to introduce "ghost" features that may be mistaken for lines.
Some quantitative indication of the fidelity of the deconvolution shall be given.
Suitable methods include maximum entropy deconvolutions or possibly variants
thereof.
6.4 Spatial maps of spectra (data cubes)
Spectroscopic mapping data initially are a collection of individual spectra sampled at
a list of individual positions (regularly gridded or not, Nyquist sampled or not), with a
resolution (beam) that is either the instantaneous instrument beam profile (Point
spread function), or this profile convolved with telescope motions (pointing jitter,
position scan in OTF).
A basic (although not trivial) operation consists in resampling the collection to a
regular grid with hopefully uniform resolution (the latter depends on the quality of
initial sampling, and on the quality of the regridding algorithm). This operation results
in a 3-D (frequency, position, position) array improperly termed data cube.
6.4.1 Resampling onto common spatial resolution/positions
It should be possible to resample/grid data to produce maps with uniform spatial
resolution. The user shall be able to define the size and resolution of the final maps.
6.4.2 Interpolation to a finer grid
Interpolation of data to a finer grid shall be possible.
6.4.3 Extrapolation at map/band pass edges
It should be possible to create maps with larger dimensions than the initial data. In
that case, the area with no input information shall be well identified in the final map.
6.4.4 Extraction of subsets
It shall be possible to create a new data cube by selecting a subset (in all
dimensions, positions and/or frequencies).
6.4.5 Convolution to lower resolution
In order to compare data obtained with different spatial resolutions (e.g. at different
frequencies with the same instrument) it shall be possible to convolve the data with
the appropriate kernel to obtain an image with a broader PSF.
6.4.6 Spatial self-recalibration
Spatially over sampled spectral maps can be self consistently recalibrated, by using
the constraint that any signal in the resulting maps at spatial frequencies higher than
the instrument cut-off indeed is noise, and trying to minimise this noise. De-striping
and auto flat fielding are examples of such recalibration procedures.
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6.4.7 De-striping maps with different scanning directions
Maps conducted in the raster-scanning mode often exhibit residual "striping" which
results from instrument offsets and drifts while scanning on the sky. Efficient
techniques have been developed to correct from the resulting stripes. They make use
of sets of data obtained with different (but not necessarily orthogonal) scanning
directions. The technique considers the effects in the Fourier domain of the scanning
errors and gives and analytic non-iterative method of removing this scanning noise,
providing additionally an adequate way to optimally combine maps of a given field to
integrate down the noise level. Such procedures are available in the NOD package
(Emerson et al. 1988) and have been adapted to work with data generated by other
commonly used software (e.g. CLASS-generated cubes, or FITS). The complete
algorithm is not given here.
6.4.8 Auto flat-fielding
The mapping time line can be designed in such a way that spectra recorded at large
time intervals get interleaved in the map construction. Chessboard patterns are one
example, with the white positions observed first, and the black ones later. Slow gain
or offsets drifts can be monitored by minimising the physically meaningless signal
(deviation between close-by pointings), provided the merged data are well over
sampled.
6.4.9 Optimal map making
An optimal map-making program should be available to produce maps with data
acquired with the on the fly observing mode. In this mode redundant sky coverages
can be used to identify and correct for instrumental effects such as gain variation and
offset drifts. Such algorithms are being developed for Cosmic Microwave Background
observations. These algorithms can be generalised to any mapping program. In
addition to the data these algorithms rely on the knowledge of the data covariance
matrix. This matrix can be built from the difference image between independent sky
coverages.
6.5 Rebinning in the frequency domain
Rebinning to different spectral resolutions and channel positions shall be possible
e.g. to combine data from different observing epochs
The IA shall provide a module dedicated to the rebinning of a spectrum. A spectrum
is a sampling of the observed signal measured on a grid defined by its reference
frequencies in the upper and lower side bands, its frequency spacing and its spectral
resolution. The module will allow computing the sampling values for a grid with
different parameters. The header parameters shall be updated. The end user inputs
the parameters defining the new grid. It can be a command line input, parameters
extracted from another spectrum or kept from a previous rebinning.
6.5.1 Spectral smoothing of data
The HIFI IA shall provide a module dedicated to the smoothing of a spectrum. A
spectrum is a sampling of the observed signal measured on a grid. The smoothing
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module computes new values for the same grid by applying smoothing functions that
will be convolved with the input spectrum. The spectral resolution is modified. In
some cases, the number of channels may change.
The HIFI IA shall allow the user to select the smoothing function.
The smoothing functions shall include:
HANNING
BOXCAR
GAUSS
Other kernels adapted to the backend (HRS, WBS) line profile
Others TBD
The spectral resolution in the header of the smoothed spectrum shall be updated.
6.6 Determination of line profile parameters
For a spectrometer like HIFI obtaining line profile parameters is a major part of the
scientific analysis. There are two ways to estimate line parameters; by fitting the data
with a priori profiles, and obtaining moments from spectra. In all cases the derived
parameters shall be given with their associated statistical uncertainty.
6.6.1 Moments of spectral features
The moments of spectral features should be calculated for zones defined by the user.
The following parameters should be returned to the user:
1. 0th moment: integrated intensity
• Calculate for each zone in the spectrum flagged as a spectral feature the
integrated intensity = the sum of the intensity in each channel times the
channel spacing.
• Automatic integration windows optimisation is envisaged (TBC).
2. 1st moment: velocity centroid
• For each zone, it is calculated as the first moment of the velocity, namely
the mean velocity weighted by the intensity.
3. 2nd moment: line width
• For each zone, it is calculated as the second moment of the velocity,
namely the mean velocity squared weighted by the intensity minus the
velocity centroid squared.
4. Higher order moments
• Users may require the calculation of the higher order moments (third,
fourth order) since they give accurate information on the line shape
(asymmetries...)
6.6.2 Spectral line fitting
Spectra are expected to exhibit a variety of spectral lines, either in emission,
absorption or both. Fitting routines shall be provided to analyse the spectral features.
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Parameters returned from the fits shall include the line central position and half power
intensity (in rest velocity or rest frequency unit) and the line intensity, as well as the
r.m.s. of the fitting procedure.
For all fits, it shall be possible to compute the difference between the data and the fit,
and store this as a new spectrum. The header of the spectrum shall be updated to
record the information on the processing.
It should be possible to calculate the deformation of line profiles due to saturation
(TBC).
6.6.2.1 Identification of chemical species
Identification and selection of spectral features in the spectrum (user defined
or automatic) using spectral line catalogues
Propose species candidates around a given line (with a TBD frequency
interval around the spectral line).
For selected species, list catalogue data including all meaningful information
(frequencies, quantum numbers, energy levels, Einstein coefficients...)
Validation of a real coincidence and identification.
6.6.2.2 Overlapping velocity components
The shape of the spectral features may not be well fitted by a single profile due to the
presence of several emission regions along the line of sight, each emission region
having a different radial velocity and velocity dispersion. In that case, the fitting
routine shall be able to split the profile into a few velocity components (identify the
velocity components) and return fit parameters for each component separately. An
indication of the fit quality with a given number of components shall be given.
6.6.2.3 Line multiplets
One molecule (or atom, ion) may produce several spectral features in the same band
and/or across bands. In that case the spacing between these features, and their
relative intensities may be known a priori.
A different situation may be to fit simultaneously lines obtained at different rest
frequencies (across bands) for related species (isotopomers). The fit shall be
performed using the information on the spacing, and/or relative intensities of the
spectral features as constraints.
The steps include:
Definition of the spectral features, from the line catalogue, or user defined,
Parameter setting: select fixed/free parameters, give inputs
Fit the spectrum and return results
Overlay fit with actual data
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6.6.2.4 Optical depth fitting, rotation diagram fitting
When several lines from the same species have been measured, the relative
intensities may be predicted using a simple solution of the radiative transfer equation:
all lines from a given chemical species have the same excitation temperature. The
line opacities may be derived from the comparison of line intensities with the model
prediction.
Parameter returned from such a fit are expected to be:
Excitation (rotation) temperature,
Column density,
Quality of fit...
The steps include:
Definition of the spectral features in the line multiplet (from the line catalogue,
or user defined)
Identification of the energy levels involved (symmetry properties, quantum
numbers, degeneracies, energies...)
Parameter setting: select fixed/free parameters, give inputs
Measure line intensities for the transitions involved (from e.g. integrated
intensities (sec. 2.8) or Gaussian fits (2.7.1 or any other methods)
Compute the rotation diagram and fit the excitation temperature and opacity.
return parameters
An accurate spectral line catalogue shall be available for this task. Symmetry
properties (ortho/para species,...) shall be listed. It shall be possible to isolate for the
same species, states with different symmetries, or quantum numbers.
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A Classification of requirements
This appendix tries to classify the various requirements according to priority (or need
date) for HIFI, overlap with HCSS requirements (i.e. falling also under development
work required and/or supported by ESA), implementation options/status.
A.1 General requirements
Item

Req./sec.

HCSS

Prio.

Need

EUR-GEN-1
EUR-GEN-2

3.1-1430
3.1-1450

High
High

ILT – DM
ILT – DM

EUR-GEN-3
EUR-GEN-4

3.1-1430

High
High

ILT – DM
ILT – DM

EUR-GEN-5
EUR-GEN-6
EUR-GEN-7
EUR-GEN-8

High
High
High
High

It shall be possible to combine fit functions
The user shall be able to fix the value of fit parameters
Plotting, display - 4.4
HIFI IA shall provide displays for all types of HIFI data
It shall be possible to modify HIFI IA displays
HIFI IA shall support standard ‘coordinate systems’

EUR-GEN-9
EUR-GEN-10

High
High

ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM: only
poly, sine, gauss
ILT – DM
ILT – DM

It shall be possible to interact with HIFI IA displays

EUR-GEN-14

Import and export of data - 4.5.1
IA shall provide a data export capability

EUR-GEN-15

3.1-1490

High

EUR-GEN-16
EUR-GEN-17

3.1-1490

Med
Med

ILT – DM: only
ASCII
TBD
Operations

High

ILT – DM

User interface - 4.1
HIFI IA shall have a scripting language
Users shall be able to run their own scripts
Data manipulation - 4.2
HIFI IA shall allow mathematical operations on data sets
HIFI IA shall provide facilities to edit data sets
Function fitting - 4.3
The user shall be able to define fit windows
Fitting shall be possible any sub-part of a spectrum
Fit results shall be stored
Various fit functions shall be supported

HIFI IA shall provide a list export facility
HIFI IA shall provide a data import capability
Export of displays - 4.5.2
It shall be possible to export graphic displays
Print/Export information - 4.5.3
HIFI IA shall give access to information on data sets
History tracking - 4.6
HIFI IA shall provide a history tracking mechanism
HIFI IA shall maintain a product data description
Each HIFI data product shall be uniquely identifiable
Quality information on HIFI products shall be updateable
The user controls history tracking in his HIFI IA session
Import/export of history information - 4.6.1
History information shall be exported with HIFI products
History information shall be imported with HIFI products

EUR-GEN-11
EUR-GEN-12
EUR-GEN-13

3.1-1430

High
High
High
Med.

EUR-GEN-18

ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM: only
channel, freq.
ILT – DM: only
read

EUR-GEN-19

3.1-0910

High

Operations

EUR-GEN-20
EUR-GEN-21
EUR-GEN-22
EUR-GEN-23

3.1-1530
3.1-0840
3.1-1540
3.1-0810
3.1-0820

High
High
High
High

ILT – FM
ILT – FM
Operations
Operations

High

ILT – FM

High
Med

ILT – FM
Operations

EUR-GEN-24
EUR-GEN-25
EUR-GEN-26
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A.2 Requirements related to raw data processing
Item
Visualization of raw data - 5.1
IA shall support displays of raw data
IA shall support displays of processed data
IA shall support displays for evaluation of platforming:
HIFI IA shall provide tools for monitoring
HIFI IA shall support total power level checks
HIFI IA shall support instrument linearity checks
HIFI IA shall provide instrument HK display
HRS specific validation - 5.2.1
Verify correlator input power level
Check test correlation functions
WBS specific validation - 5.2.2
Identify and flag WBS spurious channels
Front-end specific validation - 5.2.3
Calibration parameters from raw HRS data - 5.3.1
Compute raw HRS power spectrum
Calibration parameters from raw WBS data - 5.3.2
Determine frequency centre
Determine the (non-linear) frequency spacing
Determine frequency resolution
Determine non-linearity corrections for the intensity scale
Front-end specific calibration parameters - 5.3.3
Determine Tsys
Determine the beam efficiency
Sideband ratios
Allan variance - 5.3.4
HIFI IA shall provide Allan variance display functions
Measurement for Allan variance determination
Allan variance from one channel or channel difference
Allan variance based from baseline variance
Band pass calibration - 5.4.1
Identify method to treat Tsys variation across band
Identify sideband to calibrate for
Apply band pass calibration
Calculation of frequencies and velocities - 5.4.2
Compute USB and LSB ‘sky’ frequencies.
Convert sky frequency to the required rest frame
Convert from rest frequencies to rest velocities
Frequency switch data - 5.4.3
Reducing frequency switch data
Double beam switch data; alternative steps - 5.4.4
OTF data - 5.4.5
Line survey data - 5.4.6
Further WBS data processing - 5.4.7
Resample WBS data to linear/common channel spacing
Combine WBS bands for broadband spectra
Further HRS data processing - 5.4.8
Apply a specific windowing to HRS data (e.g. Hanning)
Combination of HRS bands for broad band spectra

Req./sec.

Prio.

Need

Implementation
options

EUR-RAW-1
EUR-RAW-2
EUR-RAW-3
EUR-RAW-4
EUR-RAW-5
EUR-RAW-6
EUR-RAW-7

High
High
High
High
High
High
High

ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM

See section 4.3
See section 4.3
See section 4.3
See section 4.3
See section 4.3
See section 4.3
See section 4.3

EUR-UC-RAW-1
EUR-UC-RAW-2

High
High

ILT – DM
ILT – DM

EUR-UC-RAW-3
TBD

High
High

ILT – DM
ILT – DM

EUR-UC-RAW-4

High

ILT – DM

EUR-UC-RAW-5
EUR-UC-RAW-6
EUR-UC-RAW-7
EUR-UC-RAW-8

High
High
High
High

ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM

EUR-UC-RAW-9
EUR-UC-RAW-10
EUR-UC-RAW-11

High
High
High

ILT – DM
TBD
ILT – DM

EUR-RAW-8
EUR-UC-RAW-12
EUR-UC-RAW-13

High
High
High

ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM

EUR-UC-RAW-14

High

ILT – DM

EUR-UC-RAW-15
EUR-UC-RAW-16
EUR-UC-RAW-17

High
High
High

TBD
TBD
TBD

EUR-UC-RAW-18
EUR-UC-RAW-19
EUR-UC-RAW-20

High
High
High

ILT – DM
ILT – DM
ILT – DM

EUR-UC-RAW-21
TBD
TBD
TBD

High
High
High
High

ILT – FM (TBD)
ILT – DM
Operations
ILT – DM

EUR-UC-RAW-22
EUR-UC-RAW-23

High
High

ILT – DM
ILT – DM

EUR-UC-RAW-24
EUR-UC-RAW-25

High
High

ILT – DM
ILT – DM
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A.3 Requirements related to higher level data reduction
Item
Visualization- 6.1
Maps of spectra
Integrated intensity maps
Position velocity maps
Spectra along selected cuts
Overlay with astronomical images
Overlay with images retrieved from atlases
Display of multiple axes for survey spectra
Interactive access to survey spectrum
Overlay with data from spectral line catalogues
Overlay with fit of the baseline
Overlay with fits of the line properties
Correction of poor baselines - 6.2
Separation of baseline from spectral features
Continuum level
Fourier transform
Combination of individual scans - 6.3
Selection of the spectra to be combined.
Weighting by integration time
Weighting by r.m.s. level
Equal weighting
Mathematical Operations on spectra
Spatial maps of spectra (data cubes) - 6.4
Resampling onto common spatial resolution/positions
Interpolation to a finer grid
Extrapolation at map/band pass edges
Extraction of subsets
Convolution to lower resolution
Spatial self-recalibration
De-striping maps with different scanning directions
Auto flat-fielding
Optimal map making
Rebinning in the frequency domain- 6.5
Spectral smoothing of data
Determination of line profile parameters - 6.6
Moments of spectral features
Spectral line fitting
Identification of chemical species
Overlapping velocity components
Line multiplets
Optical depth fitting, rotation diagram fitting

Req./sec.

Prio.

Need

Implementation
options

6.1.1.1
6.1.1.2
6.1.1.3
6.1.1.4
6.1.1.5.2
6.1.1.5.3
6.1.2.1
6.1.2.2
6.1.2.3
6.1.2.4
6.1.2.5

High
High
Med
High
High
Med
High
High
Med
High
High

Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations

See section 4.4
See section 4.4
See section 4.4
See section 4.4
See section 4.4
See section 4.4
See section 4.4
See section 4.4
See section 4.4
See section 4.4
See section 4.4

6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3

High
High
High

Operations
Operations
Operations

See section 4.3
See section 4.3

6.3.1.1
6.3.1.2
6.3.1.3
6.3.1.4
6.3.1.5

High
High
High
High
High

Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations

6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5
6.4.6
6.4.7
6.4.8
6.4.9

High
High
Med
Med
High
Med
Med
Med
Med

Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations

6.5.1

High

ILT – DM

6.6.1
6.6.2
6.6.2.1
6.6.2.2
6.6.2.3
6.6.2.4

High
High
Low
Med
Med
Low

ILT – DM
ILT – DM
Operations
Operations
Operations
Operations
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B Items still to be discussed/added
1. Steps above will often have to combine data from separate observing epochs,
so that flexible access to the full database of the data at different and/or
alternative reduction stages is crucial. PETER ROELFSEMA
2. Units for intensity and frequency scales need to be properly defined, multiple
scales should be possible
3. In the advance reduction section something has to be noted re. Crosscorrelation of spectra
4. The note on calibration Teyssier still needs to be included (at least in part)
5. Thijs de Graauw will provide more information on requirements re visualization
for monitoring purposes (see section 5.1).
6. Thijs de Grauw to provide a section on FE specific validation (section 5.2.3)
7. Peter Schilke to write section of line survey data (section 5.4.6)
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